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01THE E-LEARNING
MODULE

Maritime Anti-Corruption Network (MACN) is a global business
network dedicated to eliminating corruption in the maritime industry.
MACN consists of over 190 companies from diverse segments of the
maritime sector, collectively striving to curb corruption. MACN
collaborates with governments, civil society organizations, and other
stakeholders to promote transparency and integrity in the maritime
sector and end bribery and other corrupt practices affecting the
efficiency and sustainability of the global maritime supply chain. 

ABOUT MACN

Corruption incurs significant financial and indirect costs, undermining
fair competition, causing inefficiencies at ports, and affecting efficient
trade. Corruption takes a psychological toll on maritime professionals
and is associated with insecurity, criminality, and other forms of
corruption both at sea and on land. This course is designed for ship
agents and maritime professionals who may face corrupt demands and
need strategies to mitigate and reject them.

INTRODUCTION



OVERVIEW

Port agents who support Captains, Crew, Owners, and others
interested in ensuring the safe and smooth handling of vessels and
interactions with authorities.

01  —  Target Audience

The primary goal of this course is to contribute to a corruption-free
maritime industry. Through the course, participants will gain a better
understanding of corruption issues that the Maritime Anti-Corruption
Network (MACN), its members, and governments worldwide are
fighting against.

02  —  Course Goals & Objectives

The course fee includes access for one person to the course on the
aprendio.io platform. It can be accessed offline via the Aprenio app,
compatible with Android devices.  

To find the course on aprendio.io, click on ‘Book courses’ in the top
right corner, then on ‘Training Providers’, where you can find MACN’s
training. 

03  —  Course Access

Join us in fighting corruption within the maritime industry. This course
will equip you with the tools and strategies you need to confidently
reject and mitigate corrupt demands, contributing to a more
transparent and fair maritime industry. 

04  —  Enroll Today



Understanding
Corruption

Gain a deeper understanding of corruption and key
concepts within international anti-corruption laws.

Real-life Scenarios
Learn about typical scenarios that you and the captain
you are supporting may encounter when dealing with
corrupt demands.

Strategies for
Preventing and
Rejecting

Acquire knowledge and strategies to reject and
mitigate corrupt demands effectively.

Evaluation
Take a test to assess the knowledge you have gained
from the course.

Support Materials
Receive posters with "Tips & Tricks to Reject and
Mitigate Corrupt Demands" that you can print for
reference.

COURSE CONTENT

1.5
TIME

Hours

Upon successful
completion of the course,
participants will receive a
certificate of completion

from Aprendio.

CERTIFICATE

PRICING BUNDLES

NUMBER OF
PARTICIPANTS

PRICE (per
participant)

2 - 10 (10% discount) 27 EUR

101 - 500 (20% discount) 24 EUR

11 - 100 (15% discount) 25.5 EUR

500+ (25% discount) 22.5 EUR

1 30 EUR


